The Ultimate Guide to an RFP
for Meeting Room Displays

Room Display
Noun

|

\ ˈrüm , ˈru̇m \ dis·play \ di-ˈsplā \

: A touch screen mounted on the exterior wall or window of a conference room or related office
space. The display typically shows the room name, availability, schedule, and could allow
booking instantly at the door. Some tablet displays have the ability to report issues with the room
or require check-ins to reduce no-show meetings.
Synonyms: digital signage, touch panel, touchscreen
Examples of ROOM DISPLAY in a sentence:
• Joe couldn’t tell by the room’s Outlook calendar if it was available, so he checked the room
display by the door.
• Linda tapped the screen of Greenwich’s room display to begin a 15 minute impromptu meeting.
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Signs that it’s time for a meeting room scheduling display:
•

Meeting rooms are empty but the calendar says the rooms are booked.

•

People are stealing each others’ conference
rooms and the victims are left emptyhanded if they don’t want to pay it forward
and steal someone else’s.

•

One-on-one’s are wasting space by taking
place in boardrooms.

•

People book rooms with the wrong audiovisual hook up, wasting time when they’re
scrambling to find a new room.

•

No one can find a place to meet for impromptu meetings, sometimes taking calls in the
lobby or worse: the closet (we’ve all been there).

Meeting room digital signage has three jobs:
1.

Reduce stolen rooms with highly visible schedules

2.

Allow impromptu meetings as the displays are synced with the room’s calendar

3.

Confirm meetings with check-ins and remove abandoned ones when no one shows up
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Big things to look out for when looking at meeting room
display vendors:
Ease of use

Ghost meeting cleanup

Can users book a room in less than 3
seconds?

Can the system remove abandoned
meetings? Including repeatedly abandoned
recurring meetings?

Quick to market updates

Reliability and stability
of the calendar integration

Confirm that the product will be updated as
soon as Microsoft Outlook and Google
update.
Pick a product where you feel comfortable
that the software update support will exist
and go-to-market quickly.

How quickly does a new meeting on the
room display sync with the Outlook/Google
calendar? If it’s not stable, you’ll experience
double bookings, employees will stop
trusting the displays, and employees will use
them as “read only” signage. Pay close
attention to hardware-led vendors.

How much time should an RFP take and who should I
involve at my company?
Overall the process could take up to 4 weeks: 1 week to prep the RFP on your end, 2 weeks for
the vendors to respond, and 1 week for you and your team to make a final decision. Teams
typically included in the process are IT, Facilities, Office Admin, and Execs. To make the process
more efficient, narrow down stakeholders to one representative from each team. Don’t forget to
include an end user or two to make sure someone who constantly books meetings is involved in
the decision (or maybe you have an advocacy group/committee!).
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How to make RFPs easier on yourself
This is an example of sections that are typically included in an RFP, along with our commentary of
what you should look for in each of these attributes on the side.
Room Display RFP

Eval Tip

Scheduling
Visibility, availability, and instant info
Users should be able to begin and
end both scheduled and
Start & end meetings from tablet

impromptu meetings. Some devices
only allow impromptu meetings, but
our data says only 15% of all
meetings are impromptu.
Employees check-in with one tap
on the screen (same as starting a

Meeting check-ins from tablet

meeting in some cases). Check-ins
allow you to track which meetings
are happening or not.
21% of scheduled meetings are

Unbook room if nobody checked in (ghost meetings)

abandoned. Clean them off the
calendar and free the room.

Meeting rooms are rarely booked
Show room availability (available, in-use, etc)

for the entire day. Color coded
room displays signal when a room is
free or about to be in-use.

Store and display room details (using both standard

This helps people find the right A/V

and custom characteristics)

setup.
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Customization
Off the shelf solutions with a few custom options allows you to
bring your brand to life but not overcomplicate things when
updates are needed.
The look and feel of the display
should match your office’s vibe -Customizable branding (eg. logo / background)

whether that's business, casual, or
somewhere in between. Overcustomizing can complicate the
product and updates though.

Customer can customize the room displays

Simpler and self-serve is better in

themselves (versus room display company having to

this case -- you don’t need to call

handle that request)

Xzibit from Pimp My Ride.
Give your admins options to control

Settings that play by the rules of the office

how the system is used according
to how your office operates.

Compatibility
Seek a solution that’s easy to fit into your existing workflows.
The display HAS to work with your
Syncs with Outlook (Exchange / Office 365) or Google
calendars

existing Outlook or Google
calendars. But the system also has
to sync instantly and be able to
book as far out as you want.
Flexibility gives you the option to

Runs on any hardware (iPad, Android) vs proprietary

use your tablets in other ways if
your room scheduling needs
change.

Can use any mounting hardware/technique vs

You can save money being able to

proprietary

choose mounting options.
Most common power method.
Widely supported across

Power-over-ethernet

proprietary and iPad/Android
tablets. There are <$25 PoE adapters
if not natively supported by
hardware.
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Administrative
Room Displays should be easy to manage for your IT, Office
Mgmt, and Facilities teams.
Make it easy for admin teams to
Single sign on with corporate directory

sign in (and in the full platform, for
end users to easily sign in too)

Deploy and manage via a mobile device management
(MDM) provider

Notifications from a central dashboard to let you know
when devices go offline

End users can report issues with the room from the
display

Check if the vendor is compatible
with MDM providers so you’re not
duplicating efforts
Administrators should not have to
run around the office(s) checking on
these devices
See if employees can easily alert IT
of a broken TV or phone directly
using the room display

Data encryption
Analytics
The analytics should go beyond a data dashboard that simply
looks pretty. Analytics should provide info to help you make your
office better.
You should be able to identify
Overall real estate utilization

overall capacity to help inform how
and when you’ll expand your office.
Room display data should tell you

Room configuration learnings

what rooms are popular so you can
copy those or unpopular so you can
fix them.
With meeting analytics, you can

Meeting assessment

help the people in your office work
better with popular meeting times,
recommended meeting length, etc.
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Support + Updates
Find someone who will be there for you.
Installation guide

How helpful are the support
documents?

System maintenance and admin guide
Live Chat

Automated software updates (SaaS vs perpetual
license)

What kind of human support do you
have access to?
You don’t want to have to manually
update each device with every
minor software update.

Pricing
Money talks. But you get what you pay for.
Based on number of meeting rooms or bookable
spaces
Check that they include location
Enterprise options

grouping, user permissions, and
single sign-on (SSO) or SAML.

Hardware

Proprietary devices will be a higher
cost
Does different pricing get you

Support Tiers

different support access? At what
level do you get a dedicated
account manager?

Pricing for
room displays
shouldn’t be
complicated
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How to get better adoption with end users (aka company
employees)
•

Don’t make a personal app download mandatory
◦
Meeting room displays solve for, “Where do I have this meeting?” and reduces
time employees use running around the office searching for space. Anyone should
be able to walk up and book a room without an app downloaded (though Robin
does have a mobile app for added capabilities).

•

Don’t stray too far from Outlook/Google
◦

The average employee attends more meetings than they book — 71% of employees
book zero meetings each month. Inserting a new scheduling tool into employee
workflow can be difficult given the infrequent bookings. Room displays and
Outlook/Google Add-ins tend to be most helpful for these passive participants.
Change management is easier when employees can stay close to Outlook/Google.

How to pick between software-led vs hardware-led
companies
Software-first solutions can live on a variety of tablets, which gives you more flexibility. The
software itself will also be a strong performer as the primary product of the organization who
makes it. And if you end up wanting to switch to another software provider, you can do that with
no added cost since you’re not buying special hardware unique to room displays.
Hardware-first solutions have custom, proprietary hardware, which can give you certain benefits
like battery life and device performance. But you may be limited to the software they provide,
which isn’t always the top priority in a hardware centric organization. Custom hardware also may
not integrate with additional hardware systems inside your rooms or throughout the rest of your
office. It’s often pricier, too.
The biggest question you should ask yourself when looking at custom hardware is: do you want
to have the mobility to move to another system without changing hardware? If so, go with a
software-led vendor.
Another note is that iPad and Android tablets are sometimes considered “consumer grade” for
room signage, meaning some folks say these tablets aren’t high performing enough for
commercial purposes. However, these tablets can run power-over-ethernet (permanent power +
internet through the ethernet cable kit) and single-app kiosk mode (so the screen is showing a full
screen display of one app), just like their custom hardware counterparts.
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Have a reseller? How to work with them on room displays
Resellers can be a trusted partner between the hardware or software company and the buyer.
Their pricing and support models are made for high-touch engagements where most of the
relationship is owned by the reseller. Often this leads to more hands on support, although often
at a premium. Most organizations interested in using resellers already have one in place, in which
case the RFP process may just be a formality.
If you’re working with a third party integrator for other elements in the office, like video
conferencing, then they could help set up room displays, too. It’s up to you to decide what role
you want them to have in the process.
Often for software-led vendors, you can go direct to the vendor and save markup costs with a
pretty straightforward implementation process.

Other factors buyers get worked up about
In your journey, you may inevitably bump into a few other topics. If the room display solution is
part of a larger, comprehensive overhaul of your office, you could give these aspects more
thought. However, if your sole focus is the room display itself, we recommend focusing on that
one element.
Mounts
Wall mounts for a tablet can cost anywhere from $15 to $300. Some room display companies
have proprietary hardware and therefore have their own specific mount. In that case, you are
locked into only one option. The goal for Robin is that you can choose whatever configuration
that you'd like. Robin also runs on displays that don't require additional mounts, like Chromebase
and Crestron.
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Catering / Service Requests
Majority of folks can probably skip this one, with the exception of offices like law firms.
Light catering and other service requests tend to be included in SaaS products. For more robust
ordering/billing, it is possible to find in scheduling systems from longer running companies.
Separate catering and service ticketing systems from your scheduling tool if you feel like you’re
coming up short.
Sensors
Some people are obsessed with sensors to communicate to the scheduling system that there are
people in a room, but the sensor technology can still be a little rickety and the benefits aren’t
mind boggling yet. Try not to get wrapped up in this topic and stick to the main objectives of
visibility and ease of use.

Where to go from here?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fill out our RFP template and send it to 3-5 vendors (or take the express and just pick one!)
Give each vendor a minimum of 2 weeks to respond
Review vendors responses alongside this guide to decide what’s important to you
Make a final decision within 1 week and deliver the news to all vendors

👀 Looking for more
than just room displays?
Robin offers a souped up platform to schedule
your office, including Google and Outlook plug-ins,
a mobile app, a desktop dashboard, and analytics
to tell you what it all means.

Schedule a demo today
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